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1. AMCASTING I s position remeins subetantial# as it was pictured
'499, snick	 U12. The Egyptiaa Government is oat to get him, ist as

are 41040. irghteninf the screws on the Nnhammwl Ali Oyuasky. They
don't like him because: 1) he is royalty and a friend of the terser king,
(2) they suspect that he has been in contact with elements hostile to the
present regime, and (3) they suspect he used his diplomatic privileges to
evade currency lam* mmi customs duties. The present miles, in its attacks
on and prosecution of the fanner ruling house and political parties, has fol-
lowed a definite pattern: a series of charges and more charges, capped by
trial, imprisonment and/or confiscation. It appears at this paint that the
Egyptians have no intention of releasing RIZASTING until they have taken their
pound of flesh, and ONTORE meld save him only by active intervention. WASTING
says he has given swami indications to the Egyptians that he will make a
settlement on any reasonable claim against him. Despite this the Egyptians
have made no attempt whatsoever to arrive at &mutually satisfactory settle-
ment. Instead of act:means his offers to negotiate, they have preferred, to
withhold their charges until the last memento and then to announce them in a
flurry of adverse press comment. Considering the state of the Egyptian press
today, this campaign is fairly obviously insOrod by the government itself.
This suggests very stronely, considering the time and the place, that they
have no real intention of quietly settling the matter and permit4ng RNMSTINC
to depart.

2. The charges against RWASTINO are of three types. As indicated by clippings
sent previously they accuse him of having; used his privileges to bring goods
into the country duty free, and of hoeing then sold them * Certainly, if he
did this, he Was in clear violation of the law. Forel* diplomats are per-
mitted to bring goods in duty free, but ones they are sold to a person not
holding diplomatic privileges, duties must be paid. The :mend charge is
that RECAMNO has not paid any terms since he has boon here. RNCAST/NO has
denied having had any taxable income or having engaged directly or through
intermediaries in any profitable enterprise.1mThs-Egyptians.do not believe
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him, and are seeking evidence to the contrary. OPENVON informed us that
WASTING at one time bought a house in Alexandria, later selling it at a
great profit, and RNCAeTINO does admit that he did not pay taxes on this
sum. The third charge, which has not yet been formalised, is that he used
his privileged position to emuggle money and valuables out of the country.
The feet that he has reduced his fluid capital in Rgypt by 00% plus the
fact that he has bought a house in the U.S. give. the Egyptians a consider-
able reason to believe that RNCAsTINO hats somehow taken money out of the
country. The fact that this may have been done legally at a time when
RMCASTINO enjoyed diplomatic status would not hinder the Egyptians in the
slightest from bringing a ease against him on this point. The reingsaicesary
regime has been little concerned with questions of legmlity. From tho above,
it can be seen that the matter of ENCASTINO t e gold is but one consideration
of several, and is not at all the key to the Situation.

3. At present, only one charge has been formally presented against ONCASTINCe
the matter of L,E. 10,000 plus a fine on articles which he brought to Egypt
duty free, and which he later mild on the market. One. the Fiscal Parquet
or other legal or administrative bodies make formal decisions, it will be
difficalt, if not impossible, to extricate RICASTINGeithout financial loss.

4. At present, we see only three channels through which we might be able to
bring succor to RNCASTINGt

(A) Intervention by FISPENNON• This has been attempted without a signal
amount of success.. In view of the many other weighty problems which
involve WOKE prestige, RNPANON is reluctant to intervene mere
actively and we can understand his viewpoint. Hence

*
 he will put

more pressure on the Egyptians only on instructions from MUM, and
not an our request* MAUD, moreover, is not likely to issue orders
to WENCH on thii matter „ but Wield probably follow his judgement
as to what Is appropriate * hertl	

'l
eenaoro Unless so instructed

MEMOS will not enter ieto financial negotiations /Or the release
of ANCASTINO, although he is anxeous that the latter be extricated.
As will be seen below (paragraphs 6 and 7), there is a slim MT of
hope for the success of a fUrther informal intervention by BNPPANOH.
However, if the matter goes so tar that we must reveal to the
Esyptians that RAGASTING has a connection with MARK type operations,
ODACID would be extremely unwilling to have a representative of
theirs admit this knowledge to the Egyptian Uovernment9

Intervention through the SINUOUS Channel * This weld be satisfactory
in that we could securely transmit to the Egyptians the information
that RNUSTING has been involved in KUBAN( operations, and request
his release as a favor to KUBARK. However, on the negative side,
such action would be putting a premature and excessive strain on such
good-will as may have been built up by the SINUOUS operation. The
success of SINVOUS will depend in large measure upon the respect
each the Egyptians hold for MARK as an *Molest organization.
Their opinion of RNCASTINO is so low that any revelation of his con-
nection with MARX would probably have some degree of adverse effect

(B)
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on the success of SINUOUS. In view of its importance, it would be
highly undeaireable to use this channel.

Intervention through a special representative sent directly from
ASCHAM in Washington. Such a repsesentative could reveal himself
as a KUDARK member without jeopardising any going operation. He
could negotiate the financial terms of RNCASTINO ls release should
ouch a release call for a gold exchange. (This, incidentally, is
something that =PENNON could not do. It would be very nearly
impossible to bury the 8300,000 involved, considering the overt
nature of ODA= and, particularly, TIMIDE accounting and anon
This representative could use the fell prestige of AschAtiL

Alo to (a) get REAMING to accept a reasonable settlement and
(b) to get a little more information out of /WASTING on his real
financial situation.

5. Ails intervention br 001VRE seems now the only way to extricate MICASTING0
it is not at all certain that ouch intervention would be successful. ODYOKE
prestige in Egypt is, in many ways, at a law ebb. For the past three weeks,
COOKE has been the target of constant attaeks, both in utterances of public
figures and in the press., This campaign, caused by increasing exasperation
with ODTOKE, is obviously government inspired. Moreover, the Egyptians could,
if they chose, ignore the intervention, secure in the knowledge that ODIUM
is not going to worsen its relations with the leading Arab state by using
anymore foraWNI1 measures than diplomatic protests.

6. On the positive side, there are two elisht rays of hope. First, on 28
November, the Deputy Prime Minister issued a statement that the Revolution
Council will not order the confiscation of the assets and property of any
individual except of these convicted by the Revolutionary Tribunal, which
mill cease to function as soon as it has finished the few cases before it.
This statement, while encouraging, still does not rule out a form of legal
confiscation in the shape of duties, taxes and fines Ai* might be imposed
on RNCASTIVOthrough the ordinary channels of government. Another encouraging
Point is that should sisahle economic assistance be granted to Egypt in the
near future, ODYOKE prestige and stock of good-will may rise sufficiently as
to permit further, and row* imicefaseful, intervention on behalf of RICAMING•

7. In view of the above, we made the recommendation contained JAE 73120 eel-
ling for the possible sending of a special MARK representative to deal with
the Egyptian Government in this matter. As indicated in that ecemnieatienp
we should want RWANNON to make at least one more effort before we called
in outside help. On the other hand,,,should RNPENNON fail again, this rep-
resentative should be prepared to move on very short notice so that we could
take advantage of good-will based on economic aid. The rather mercurial
nature of Egyptian politics is such that intervention too long delayed after
the first move of renewed amicability, might be destined to failure.

8. !;ven if we fool that representations on our part t:oold have some degree of
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maces. in extricating RMCkSTINO, there are certain Staters we should con-
sider before acomiting ourselves. Par one thing, ODYOKE prestige here is
not departmentalized. For the Egyptians, MAUD and KUBABK are part of the
same goverment, and prestige we draw on for this ease must come from a
common pool which is pretey heavily committed on other and more important
matters, A related point is that sending a special KUBNRK representative
would not completely separate the EIMMTIVIGsd/hir from SINUOUS. Decreased
respect for MIME in the one would be reflected in decrease respect in the
second, In this case, we should be faced with the unpleasant task of making
certain tdniOsions* We should have to admit that we do net have enough .
detailed information ourselves to prove or disprove the charges of illegal
transaetions. Farther, for the sake of °DUNE relations with Egypt, we
might have to dent knowledge of ROUSTING's various contacts with elements
hostile to the present regime. This, in turn, implies a lack of control
over E1CA3TINO4 In view of all this, we feel that any decision to send a
special KUNARtmoaumattatilm, must come from Headquarters, after weighing
the possible adverse effects on Egyptian operations of such a step, against
the importance of RECASTING to the RAMAT *panties*.

9. Should the decision be 'seabed to intervene on behalf of RNCASTIAG, the pro-
blem of the gad purchase sight arise again. As noted above, we do not at
all feel that this is the key, bat the following are a few remarks to assist
Headquarters in its planningi. At indicated in CAIR 299, the crux of the
matter is that under any plan, RECASTING would be transferring capital in
one fens or another out of Egypt* The Egyptians would be reluctant to allow
a person at RUCASTING's statue to do this. SIBLING', offhand proposal re-
ported int_ mre\200 was obviously offered on the spar of the moment as a moans
of allowing t  Egyptian Governer& to acquire WASTING', gold against pay.
ment with blocked pounds* Wet SIBLING forgot, and the factor which may
muse the offer to be Withdrawn once he gets professional advice, is that the
Egyptians would gain nothing* While ODICKE mould use the pounds from the
blocked account for pay4ents in Egypt, it would correspondingly reduce its
purchases of pound* for dollars through normal Channels. This would BMA
that Egrptwcald lose dollars, which for exchange purposes are as geed as

EVen assuming that the Egyptians would live up to SIBLING's offer,
the acchentas of triturator would be difficult. What it boils down to is that
the Egyptians would pay RECASTING for his gold with a blocked account. ODYONE
weld, in bur% Purchase RWASTING Is blocked *secant with dollars. We are net
muffisiently knowledgeable on large scale financial transactions to know how
we could arrange the &att.@ transfer of the blocked account from RECASTING
to TPRLIDE. As noted int_ public knowledge of each a transaction
would be prejudicial to ODY0fR prestige*4

.10. It should be noted that while the Egrptians would gain nothing from this
transaction if they paid the mist seam price of gold coin, they would
gain considerably if the price were set artificailly low by the Egyptian
Government. We cannot know if this is what SIBLING had in mind at the time
he made his proposal, althought it is doubtfu4 Such details would have to be
worked out at the time of the transfer
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A factor which has been touched on agar briefly heretofore is the posaibiliti
that the Communists are making a deliberate attempt to diseredit RMCAST/100
perhaps in the awareness that he is already engaged in activities against
them, Several points suggest this:

(A)Lic2:9 conveyed a SI.ARAFT report which stated that two par,-
members of the Egyptian Government are responsible for

the actions against RUCASTINCw and that the motivation for this
is allegedly supplied by the Soviet Legation in Cairo.

(s) EA4O22 transmittsd a asesPaPer story which appeared in two
newspapers, both of which have given previous evidences of Com,.
=mist influence. The article showed considerable research and
preparation, and it is notable that long as it was, it was re-
printed in full in the second newspaper.

-:- -1
(C) JIL2 described a note received 111, MANOR fres a friend le

Mrs. RMCASTINO in the U. S. This letter stated that RUCASTINOss
Long Inland estate had been damaged by "Conennists". (On re-
examining the note, we baler that it may hays been the opening

• of the campaign requested JAL J2445. Many thanks.)
--

(D) On 5 ?amoeba., a Franciscan padre toldL :3that he visits
Mrs. ROUSTING regularly, and that he had seen her just two dere
before. At that time, Mrs. ummilaexpresseit tear for the life
of her son, stating that RNCASTING had learned that Communist
agents had recentlr arrived in Alexandria, and that they might
make a kidnap attempt on the boy. If Mrs. WICASTINO s s state-
ment is time, it is remarkable that WASTING himself has not
passed the information to US,

12, Paragraphs 6. through 104 above are based on the possibility that decisions
taken by On= in coming weeks will result in economic assistance for
Egypt, which, in turn, might temparerialyincrease ODY0kE prestige to the
extent that we could help RMIUMOKImaterially. On the other hand, if such
assistance is not forthcoming, ODTOKE relations with Egypt are likely to
deteriorate to the point whore MICASTING l ossituation will be only one of
many of the problems facing ODURIE in generalond MARKin partioilhr, and
for which the *elation will not be food in oremarysseeeres,
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